
Fig.2 - Severity map created starting to dNBR value classification
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On 23 and 24 July in the province of Oristano (central western Sardinia) in the massif of 

Montiferru occurred an event classified as extreme wildfire (EWE), vast proportions fires at the 

limit of the so-called control capacity (Internationally established in or exceeding  fire intensity 

of 10,000 kwm-1, and rate of spread of 3km/h). The impact of this great fire was mainly on the 

people who live in the area (houses and farms destroyed) and on the agro-pastoral activities 

that take place but, after the event, the most dangerous of the effects of a large-scale fire may 

occur on soil and hydrogeological and slope stability.Using a multiscale GIS approach,  the aim 

of the present work is to quantified the burnt areas in terms of land cover categories and types 

of vegetation damaged by fire to define the  postfire restoration measures  fire both to limit 

problems of land loss and facilitate the natural return of vegetation.  
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The  work is articulated in the following points: 1) Define burnt area using reomote
sensing tecnique; 2) Quantified the burnt areas in terms of severity, land cover, and type
of vegetation using a Spatial Anlaysis by GIS 3) Propose a model to define Priority  map of
the postfire intervention.    
In order to identify burned area and a measure of burn  severity the Normalized Burn Ratio
(NBR) is calculated starting to Sentinel 2 data:  

NIR: Near Infrared 
SWIR:shortwave infrared

The Burn Severity is obtained calculating The difference 
between pre-fire and post fire NBR: 

Using geodata (blue in the workflow) in a overlay GIS process, for each Forest function  (yellow) a "Priority map of Intervention" is
redacted.
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Fig.1 - Burnt Area, in Natural color Sentinel 2 satellite Image

Graph. 2 - Burnt Area in percentage, classified by prefire land cover.

The map of severity distribution overlines that the "Very High" class is located in the southern part.
The most affected land cover classes are Natural and Semi - natural areas and low-density agriculture 
systems. As expected, large part of Very High class is concentrated in the Sclerophyllous vegetation
and in the forest (almost 2000 ha, complessively). 

The priority map, for the 
general protection, is 
calculated as a sum of the 
weight associated to 3 
parameters: slope (%), 
distance from the urban 
areas (meters) and 
severity(fig.3,4 and 5). 

The sum of the weights
obtained is classified in three
classes: low priority (6-11,
green in the map), moderate
priority (12-14, orange in the
map) and high priority (>14,
red in the map in fig. 6). Fig.6. An extract of the priority map for the general protection, with focus on the

municipality of Cuglieri, which is localized in the middle of the burnt area.


